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Prologue

It’s so hot. I can feel my whole body is screaming in pain.

Am I going to die like this?

Strangely as I am facing the life and death situation, I can hear a faint voice inside my head.

“Hey, do you need my help?”

In the middle of my confusion, I decided to ask to the owner of that voice. Who are you?

“My name is snow. I can get you out from this situation, but in return, I need your help.”

While in this kind of position, I know I have no option to refuse. So I decided to give a reply.

If I can get out from here alive, I promise that I’ll do what I can.

“Okay, it’s settled then.”

After she said that, strangely my body is at such an ease. The hot feeling from the fire that engulfing me, 
now turns into a cold and gentle touch.

“Now, let’s get you out of this situation. I’ll explain the detail later.”

Somewhere in my mind, I’m lost in space. But i have a feeling that i can believe in this voice.

I can feel power coming back to my arms, I let out a roar and throw out my arms that’ve been crossing 
infront of me and ward off the fire.



I can see the blood dragon in front of me clearly. I can do this.

I quickly dashed towards it and thrust my katar towards it’s neck.it landed deep inside and i severed it’s 
head.

After i finished it off, i stand in silence and closed my eyes.

Between the time when i was near my death, i could see a glance of the future that i never realized.

I have people that will mourn at my death. There are people that comes at my funeral. Even though i think 
that i’m already all alone.

“kuro, let me tell you about my story then.”

That soft voice return me to my senses.

I listened to the story which leaving me in disbelieve later on.



13th login – Tegron’s Peak

Sakuya and the party finally reached the entrance to the Tegron’s mountain. It looked like a barren 
wasteland with lots of rocks and dead trees.

“okay now, let’s review the plan once again. Our front side will be covered by Shibo, Billy, and Shidou.”

The three men mentioned earlier is acting as the tank for the group. While their job is a crusader, it has the 
highest defence amongst the class in the game. Which is putting them out front is the basic battle strategy 
in Rebirth Online.

“behind them will be covered by Erio, Douglas, Seraphim, and Hikaru.”

The people mentioned have knight class as their job. They have a good attack and defence as well as the 
mobility to move around in the battlefield which is lacked by crusader. So they will be a good back up and 
can cover the front also the rear side.

“kenta and Kira will isnpect our surrounding and report about the enemy whereabout.”

Kenta the assassin and kira the shinobi have the best stealth skill among any other class. So, putting them 
on the lookout is the correct choice. They can notify the party of the enemy position before they engage on 
them. This will give the party a big advantage when battling the enemy. Especially if the enemy is large on 
number. This can be used to make a battle plan.

“Sakuya, Kongou, Leona, Akari, Seven, Akane, Yoon Bin, Min Sora, Heinz, Mina, and me will stand in the 
back of the party and give the front guys support.”

The rest of the party is made of priest, cleric, wizzard, hunter, bard, dancer, chef, and shaman which works 
as the support of the group. They can heal the party, give boost in attributes, as well damaging the enemy 
from range. This party line up is pretty common in any RPG with each class covering for each other 
weakness.



The battle formation is given out by Roberto, which is known good for his tactics. With that explained and 
the party seemed to know their role, they decided to move out.

“One more thing, please take a note that you can’t possibly died here. If u died, you’ll return to seaside 
shore. Because the far east continent save function is not yet enabled. You also have to be aware that the 
monster that we will fight here is completely new.”

Sakuya is the one giving the party explanation, because she is a NPC or Non-Player Character that knows a 
lot about the game interface and function.

After the party noded together and understand their current situation, they move out to the field.

The first twenty minutes of the walk is so peacefull without any signs of enemy. But some sweat seemed to 
be seen from some of the player face. With the weather system implemented, the far east continent have a 
warm tropical temperature which could make you sweating a lot even with just walking around.

Tegron’s mountain have a city on top of it named the Tegron’s peak. But the distance needed to reach the 
peak is yet to be know. The party have walked so far but no sign of the peak can be seen. And moments 
later, kenta come to the party to inform about the enemy in front.

“two mountain golem is sighted fifty meters in front as well several thunder harpy.”

When the party hear that, they prepared to battle immediately. They know that even though the field level 
is only around 45 to 50, the enemy that they will encounter is completely new and unknow. There’s a risk 
for the party to be attacked by surprise and get wiped out.

One of the harpy took notice of the group and immediately let out a cry. Soon the flock of thunder harpy 
and the mountain golems have their attention to the group.

“calm down… get into formation and get ready for battle..”

The group didn’t consist of high level player for nothing, they all are expert at some point and they easily 
maintain their composure.



But the next scene put everyone at shock, two large boulder is thrown by the mountain golems and the 
direction of the projectile aiming in the middle of the formation.

“everybody, dodge …”

Roberto said that in a hurry while the other run away scattered.. But the exit route easily blocked by 
thunder harpys.. They all are blocking the escape route while channeling their skill.. Within the next second,
yellow sparks bouncing around the battlefield..

The party didn’t expect it to turn out this way, they have a hard time maintaining their health even though 
they have a lot of support type player..

These ordinary monsters around tegron’s peak skill can be compared to a high level monster in other area..

The party first encounter with new continent monster is far from expectation. It seemed that these monster
skill is in different league than the monster that they usually hunt.

“I wonder how can we find kuro.. At this rate, just trying to survive is already a big deal.”

“we know that these new monster is especially hard to deal with but their drop and experience is somehow
worth the trip.”

There are lots of chatter and small talks while the group carefully climb the tegron’s mountain and engaging 
in battle along the way..

But something suddenly come into hikaru’s mind.

“sakuya, can i ask you a question? How can kuro pass these road. Does he really that strong?”

After thinking for a while, sakuya give a reply.

“i think for master, this is still within his ability, he can easily pass this route.”

“eeeh.. How can that be? We know that kuro is strong but to pass here easily I think that comment of yours 
is a little bit biased.”



“no I’m not.”

With a little higher note she then puffed up her cheeks. Sakuya is definitely different from other NPC.. Only 
a little bit different in the manner of speaking, but that emotion and expression of her is really a mystery…

“then, can you tell us the secret why your master is so strong?”

The party also get curious behind the secret of kuro’s strength.. After all he finished all three wyvern which 
is even impossible for a whole guild to kill..

“hmm… I think the way he battle is the answer. He always battle efficiently and kill the enemy quickly. He 
always deliver critical hit and the damage he conflict in each hit is always increased.”

The party then thinking for a moment… Is it a skill? No there aren’t any skill that grant a critical hit every 
time and increased damage in every critical…

After a long quiet time and a couple more harpy killed, leona muttered something..

“i think i know the answer.”

The voice she let out was so small but everyone seemed to notice..

“hey, are you serious my cute little sister? Do you really know the answer? As expected of my beautiful 
angel.”

This time everyone seemed to not distracted by roberto words.

“yeah. Probably. Let me ask you something first sakuya.. Does he hit in the same spot everytime?”

“hmm.. I’m not sure but I think when master battles with a monster he always killed it cleanly with only 
inflicting wound in specific parts.”

” i get it now..”



After that the party seemed to stop and heard the explanation from leona.

“you guys may already know that hitting a specific parts of a monster grants a critical hit, for example the 
neck of the stampede rhino which is clearly their weakness. So what I’m thinking is we can keep hitting in 
the same spot to keep inflicting critical damage while increasing the damage everytime.”

Everyone fell into silent and they all agree to that conclusion. They all then tried it when they facing another
thunder harpy. They hit the wings which inflict critical damage,but it wasn’t an easy feat to keep hitting the 
same spot even for twice in a row. When they actually managed to inflict two critical hit in succesion, the 
damage is increasing a little.

When they realized the way kuro hunts monster, they realized how high is the skill of kuro. Because in 
reality they have a hard time doing critical hits twice in a row. Not even once the party managed to make it 
thrice.

Seven who just got in the group seemed to think that kuro is just a high level player that everyone admires. 
But he sure got the skill to be recognized by the party.

After climbing for more than three hours, the group managed to find the harpy pattern and the easy way to 
deal with mountain golem boulder throw. And they will arrive at the peak in less than an hour.

Nearing the peak, snow starts to fall down and the view seemed so similiar to the monks temple near 
himalaya, building seemed to be carved at the scenery not made. They blend in the surrounding so well 
making it a spectacular view to see. the tegron’s village seemed to be this temple.. At the entrance to the 
temple, a monkey dressed in a monk clothing stand and greets them.

“welcome to the tegron’s village.. You all are brave adventurer that have travel far to tegron’s peak.. Come 
inside, i can arrange some food and place to stay for you.. As for why you have come here, i want to hear 
about the reason later.”

Without further wait, they all come inside the temple and enjoy their meal. After explaining the reason of 
their journey, the monkey monk let out a surprising answer..



“oh.. If you’re looking for Kuro the yeti slayer, he should be coming here in a few days. you can just stay here
in the temple.”

they never tought that finding kuro will be this easy. After all, Hikaru then curiously asked.

“can you tell me, why all of you have some wierd nickname for him? The beast people at eden fall call him 
the black hero, and you call him the yeti slayer. Is there any reason?”

The monk then seemed to be pleased hearing the question. He then stand, put his arm behind and walks 
like some wise man. After a few step, the story that will shock everyone is coming out from the monkey 
monk mouth.

14th login – A Tale Of A Hero

The monkey monk then told the party a story… A story of a hero

“long time ago, far east continent is one of the most prosperous region in the world… With our tropical 
geography, we can grow special commodities that is only exist here.. After that, lots of beastman sail out 
across the world and known as one of the best trader…”

Strangely enough the party can see the outline of the continent, the far east continent geography, and what
seemed to be a scene of a movie is playing right in front of their eyes…

“but it all changed when a big earthquake occurs and the mythical monster that have always been our 
guardian running around attacking the villages… Holy dragon Tiamat breath his wrath of anger to Edenfall, 
the Tegron’s peak village suffer from the raid of Yeti, Ancient comodo start throwing tantrum in comodo 
island, and similar phenomenon occurs all around far east continent”

The scene then changed, showing the villager of beast race in a chaos condition trying to save theirselves 
from the attack of the monster.



“what worse is cyclone,whirlpool, and even tsunami occurs at the sea make it impossiblr for us to get 
trough. But, recently the sea starts to calmed down seeing you can make it here to the far east continent.”

While continuing to hear the explanation the party nodded a little bit.

“but this is already happening for more than fifty years ago. The beast race start to be forgotten from the 
rest of the world as far east continent become isolated. The guardian monster then turns into the boss 
monster that everyone feared. We are the people of this region can’t even remember the meaning of 
peace.”

The party then can see some expresion changed at the face of the monkey monk, from a gloomy 
atmoshpere suddenly it turns bright.

“it all changed when a certain person come to this continent. Appearing out of nowhere nobody knows 
where he come from. He said that his name is Kuro and he is here to help us. At first we don’t have a high 
expectation for him since a long time ago human are weaker than us.”

Hearing that, some of the party member frowned a little.

“i’m sorry, don’t take me wrong but our race children is capable of hunting thunder harpy in the mountain 
range. But what shocked us and give us a glimmer of hope is his strength. Within a day, the holy dragon 
Tiamat that have ruled the Edenfall has been slain. He then continue to slay countless guardian monster 
that linger in this continent.”

Seven think that it was a bunch of lies but then the scene showed a young man battling with verocious 
monster and slain them all.

“after that, many title have been given to him. The black hero, the yeti slayer, comodo knight, i even heard 
some of the beast tribe call him the grim reaper. But it didn’t changed the fact that he is our saviour. After 
helping out various town to clear out the guardian, a week ago he set out to forgotten empire field near the
krakatau dungeon, where he seemed to believe is the source of the earthquake that distrub the guardian 
peace.”

“so how can you say thay he’s going to come in a few days?”



Kongou then asked the monkey monk, jumping in to stop his story.

“be patient young lad, I haven’t even finished my story. Let me continue then. It is said deep down the 
forgotten empire, lay sleep the Collosal Dragon. The king of dragons, they said even his stomp causing the 
earth to shake, the gust of his wing creating cyclone, and even his breath let out a fire that will burn for six 
days long.”

The party took it as a joke but then they all fell silent seeing the scene showing a monster bigger than they 
ever see, making the water wyvern looks like a baby in front of him.

“I didn’t sure how he managed to do it, but the earthquake stopped two days ago, so he maybe arrived here
in a few days since this is the nearest town from the forgotten empire.”

“so i guess we will stay here for a few days. We can also spend the time hunting around the area.”

Roberto said that and the party agrees.

The monster in the area is perfect for them to level up, afterall some of them have leveled up twice or once 
at least considering the party level is pretty high. Day turns to night and they decided to sleep for the rest of
the day.

*****

“snow, is it the right way?”

Kuro walked down inside a dark dungeon, there is no source of light and his eyes adapted only a little in this
endless darkness. He can only believe in the voice that guided him all along.

“yes, in a few more steps turn left.”

Following the voice guidance, he then turn left into a wider corridor. He also can see a small light in the end.
Slowly he put his hand in front of his face to block the light which is blinding his eyes since he just walked in 
complete darkness a moments ago.



The next scene leave him speechless. He fell silent and can’t even think of anything.

“kuro…”

That voice brings him back to reality. In front of him, a girl lying down in a bed of white rosses. The girl 
somehow familiar. White skin, long black hair, and as he get near, the feeling is nostalgic.

“sakuya…”

Yes, the girl that is lying down without a trace of life is resembling his guardian.

“snow… Is it true..?”

“yes, can you help me?”

He didn’t say anything and just silently nod.



15th login – the moon reflection

Seeing the girl that quietly lying down on a bed of white roses, kuro then lowered his body and pick up the 
girl.

“so, i just need to bring this body to sakuya?”

“yes you’re right, but we need to move fast before they found out about it.”

“ok, let’s head out then.”

After that kuro turn back into the tunnel where he come from and immediately dissapear in the darkness.

******

My name is Yuki, my father is Sakaki, one of the founder of FFAID corporation..

At first I know that my father have zero interest in gaming world.. Our corporation SkyTree is mainly making 
a virtual environment for surgery simulation. As the reason how he is involved in this game, it’s because of 
me…

Not because I want to play the VR game but after having an accident on my way home, I was comatosed for 
several months. My father then trying to find a way to safe me. Even though my body is still alive, but my 
brain is as good as dead.

Trying to revive me, he stumbled accros a thesis that is about reading the brain waves and sending back 
information. The thesis believes if one can send enough information to the brain, even a dead brain can be 
alive again or practically used as a processing medium. After contacting Dr.Schneider the writer of the 
thesis, he find a hope to bring me back to life.



Six months after that, the game server was launched including me. Literally, my brain was used as one of 
the “processor”.

Because of that, I became aware of everything that is happening inside the game. I become one of the 
“gods” in this world along with a couple “Game Master”. But of course my authority is above them all.

As time pass by, I know the motives behind each of the person that helped my father. Reiner is trying to 
create an ultimate AI. Not for anyother reason but for military reason.

Imagine, a high tech bomber unmanned stealth plane, flying across the battlefield and can adapt to any 
condition that may rise. How high can the AI be sold?

At first I was amazed at his work, the AI that they create in this game can adapt really well because they all 
are connected to the same databse. These ability called the network.

Everytime an AI adapt to a condition, they immediately analyze the script and gives some modification.

For example: if a + b = c, the AI they create can make a conclusion that a = c – b, they will also modified it to 
have b = c – a or even a + b = d , d = c..

Because of this, the AI not actually thinking by itself but it is only reacting using one of the condition that 
may occurs.

Seeing his plan may come into realization sooner or later, I make a tweak in one of the NPC.

I simply choose one of the NPC with the most variable script and put a little bit of my data inside it.

How can i do it? Because right now I’m probably all data. One of the thing that dr. Schneider done to me is 
copy all of my brain contents to the server in case my brain ceased to function or erased in the process..

I can locate the data easily and copy it to a guardian. Why a guardian NPC? Because unlike other Npc that is 
only having simple conversation, a guardian have to adapt in various battle activity. But as a side effect, that 
guardian look exactly like me, even her personality.



I also guide her in some parts so she can start to feel some emotion. Because as she have some data of me, 
she can now feel her emotion. Somehow, I’m connected to her. I can feel what she feel, hear what she hear, 
and sometimes I even think that I was the one that move around using her body.

Aaron, is trying to break the human brain limit to further increase the humanity revolution, but at some 
part that is a lie. Because no one can block me nor see me I easily join in some of his secret experiments.

He is trying to break the human brain limit to make a super soldier. He is also trying to train the personal 
army inside the game world. It seems to be working nicely because he find “that boy”.

Is it a fate? I don’t know but his guardian is the NPC that I toyed with. He was fooled at first and almost 
died. I managed to safe him in a close call. After I explain the situation to him, now we’re trying to destroy 
those two evil intention.

The biggest threat right now is Dr.Scneider. I don’t know what he is thinking about so I don’t know what he 
is planning. He also never come inside the game so I absolutely have no information about him.

So, first thing to do is to cancelling their plan. How to do it?

The body that the boy carrying right now is actually “my data”. I will use the body as a container to absorb 
the data that has been mixed with the guardian NPC. By doing that, her data will be gone from the server 
and will destroy Rainer research. It was his fault to never realized about my existence after all.

After that I will also move all of my data to the Syder that the boy currently in. He need to log out and put 
my real body to the syder that he was using now afterwards. By doing so I believe I can regain my 
conciousness.

The biggest problem is when the FFAID staff realized that he has betray them, it will be near to impossible 
to bring my body to the syder that he is using. Because FFAID staff is the best of the best including their 
security. Luckily the boy have seen my body once when he sneak around the laboratory..

When I explained the situation to him, he was convinced quite easily. It would be a big problem for me if he 
doesn’t want to cooperate.

So, right now we’re on our way to execute the first step.



Final chapter – The entwined fate

As Kuro and the body arrives at Tegron’s village, he imediatelly meet up with everyone. When he tell them 
what os going on, everybody is shocked. Seven that just joined with the group actually is a son of some high
ranking officer in the police department. He said, if there is enough evidence, rainer and aaron maybe 
improsined for the experiment that they do is nearly the same as human experiment.

Luckily enough the party is there. Consisting of high leveled player they strength may be needed. There’s a 
high chance some monster will show up to catch Yuki, at worst a GM will show up. Because after Kuro 
logged out, she will need time around ten minutes to move the large amount of data about “herself” into 
the syder.

“sakuya are you ready?”

After a little nod sakuya lowered her body and touch a girl body that is similar to her. As if looking at a 
mirror. When her hand touch the body, slowly see started to fade. Seconds later she dissapeared and the 
lying girl open up her eyes and starts to shout.

“get ready, they’re coming. Kuro you need to log out and bring my body as fast as possible.”

After Kuro logged out, instantly around the party, the NPC going hostile to them. Hundreds of monkey monk
preparing their stance to attack. The party need to guard Yuki, while she is already standing still meaning 
that her process to transfer her data already started.

The monkey monk level is around 40 so they’re not too weak but also not too strong for the party to 
handle. But each time a monkey monk dies, another one instantly summoned. It is a battle of endurance.

On he other hand, Kuro managed to logged out and now is rushing towards the room where they keep yuki 
real body. The door is guarded by security which standing tall and kuro know it isn’t going to be easy.

Seeing kuro run at their direction two security that guarding the door took out their weapon. If only Kuro is 
still the old Kuro, he may not be able to do anything. But aaron gives Kuro training which makes him a 



decent soldier. Taking into account all the moves that he do inside the game can he easily adopted in real 
life.

He jumps towards one of the guard and kicked him from below to the jaw. A soaring kick that leaves the 
man collapsed and fall unconcious. When he landed, not wasting any moment he throw a straight punch to 
the security’s liver and make him succumbed in the ground holding his stomach.

Kuro is now powerful enough to take out two adult man instantly. When he enters the room he sees yuki 
tied down to various medical equipment. He pulled them out one by one carefully to make sure that 
nothing will harm her.

He swiftly goes back to the syder and place the helmet on yuki.

The party finally let out a big smile when they see Yuki dissapear. It means that she has sucessfully returned 
to real life. They are now accepting their death which will respawn them far away from this place.

Meanwhile, kuro notice something is strange. When yuki finally open up her eyes and returned to her real 
body, the whole process took twenty minutes but no one is coming to intterupt.

Yuki also say something is definitely wrong here. Just when they are heading towards the exit, they came 
across several lab staff but they’re all moving like zombie towards one direction. When their gaze met, kuro 
and yuki agree that they have to follow the staff.

What they see next is something that they can’t imagine. The whole lab staff is bowing down and 
worshipping some one. In the middle of the zombie circle, stand someone who is smilling in an evil manner. 
Dr. Schneider…. Seeing the two uninvited guest, he then speak arrogantly…

“hehehe… Welcome my guest… Thank you for your assistance.. Because the disturbance that you made, i 
can sucesfully initiate my plan.”

“tell me what is going on here.” kuro is shouting and walking towards schneider but then the zombie horde 
hold him down in his place. One or two lab staff can’t stop him but right now the entire lab member is 
blocking his path.



“hahaha.. You see… I’m working here also not for free, I have a much greater purpose than those foolish 
people. Creating the ultimate AI, some super soldier, and lastly, just to safe her daughter.. Hahaha…. So 
pitiful..”

“how dare you” yuki definitely can’t let that one go.. Afterall it was her father being insulted. She know he is
doing his best for her.

“so, what have you done to them?” kuro is asking while still struggling to break trough, but right now five 
lab staff is holding him down. The staff holding his hand, leg, and the last ome grabs him from behind.

“with the syder capable in reading and sending electric impulse to the brain, i designed it not only for that 
two reason. It have another function to copy and paste a memory. I succeded in copying that little girl 
“data” but to actually do “paste” I need more research. What you did today, proves my paste theory.”

After hearing that, kuro and yuki is shocked. All along they just get out from alligator mouths to fall into the 
lion den. They’re dancing in schneider hands.

“and this little button in my hand will actually writes the data that already implemented to the staffs in 
here. As soon as i press this, i will have millions of underling that will obey to my commands and have no 
other purpose than to serve me.”

What scneider is doing is basicly a brainwashing. Unlike the old brainwashing method, this time he will 
really overwrite people memory and implanted them with a new personallity as a follower of schneider 
sect.

“stop that.” yuki is now really angry but she can’t do anything too. Some staff is now holding her down.

“you two will be the witness in the new revolution of scneider army. Hahaha… I will start the countdown 
now. 10.. 9….8…”

Kuro now giving a gentle yet a sad eyes full of emotion to yuki. He know that even though yuki and sakuya is
a different person, but he feel a strong emotion building inside him towards yuki.



On the other hand, yuki also know since she absorbs some of sakuya data, she is now yuki and sakuya at the
same time. She also realized what is kuro going to do.

“Noooo…..” as she cried out so loud, kuro managed to break free.

What she witness now is kuro in over drive state. Is it possible? Yes, since his body and brain already 
remembered the pattern, he is actually able to go past his limit. But with great power comes great 
responsibility. He know by using that state, he will have to gave up something precious, it may even take his 
life.

with a smile on his face for yuki, and a little tears flowing from his eyes he spoke something inaudible but 
strangely she can hear it.

“I love you”

Scneider didn’t aware of his surrounding anymore, he is in a trance while happily doing his countdown.

“6…5..4…”

With an unimaginable speed and strength kuro moves breaking the crowds in two while walking towards 
schneider. When the countdown hits 1, the button has gone from schneider hands.

“you… How dare you..”

Schneider then tries to take the button back but right now kuro is much more powerfull than him. His 
brainwashed staff also can’t do anything to kuro in this state.

With blood starts to run down from his nose, kuro destroy the button.

Seeing that, schneider run towards kuro with the intention to kill.

Kuro easily dodged him but now blood is coming out from his ear.



Yuki is now crying looking at kuro condition, but schneider is now moving towards a table and took out a 
gun. Pointing the gun at her and with a satisfied smile, he say.

“it’s over now.”

Kuro realized what is happening and run as quickly as possible…

* dorr…*

After the loud sound when the gun is shot, silence fill out the room.

******

What a cliffhanger ehh? Don’t worry the epilogue will show you the results of the battle and it will also have
a lot of spoiler spoiler spoiler for the sequel..

I will also publish the results of the battle in re:rebirth online from kuro’s perspective on tje final battle and 
it will have different spoiler … So, don’t miss it…

Everyone, can you please give a comments or review or anything or maybe tell about this story to a friend, i 
don’t know.. Anyway I’m happy that this work that has been postponed for a year, finally reach the ends.. 
There’s also some progress in my grammar which i”m happy about and sorry it such a pain in the a*s for 
you to read.. Anyway, don’t miss the final chapter…



Epilogue – sequel spoiler…

When scneider points the gun at yuki he didn’t realize that kuro is already infront of him.

*BANG..*

With a loud noise fill out the room, the trigger is pulled…

The gun is resided at scneider jaws with both of schneider hands enveloped with kuro’s arm

At the last moment, he managed to turn the gun making it a classic suicidal scene…

As the object of their worship is now dead, the lab staff slowly regain their conciousness..

Kuro is now walking towards yuki while blood is falling down like tears from his eyes… He only manages to 
walk for two step before fall down to his knees and then kissed the floor..

“Noooooo…..” with a loud shout yuki’s voice ended that night…

****

Few days later, the FFAID building is surrounded by police line. The company went bankrupt and the server 
forcefully shutted down… The player didn’t know what happened and was furious except the party member
at the last battle…

Aaron was imprisoned to death because his experiment is considered a big threat for the country. Moreover
his experiment on the human brain is against the law.

Reiner only sentenced for ten years. He didn’t make a critical mistakes only the AI makes him labeled as a 
terrorist that may rebel against the country.. But that was enlugh to make him suffer… When he get out of 
the jail, who knows the level of the AI at that time…

Schneider is going to be executed.for all that he has done, but he already been executed so it was voided.



Sakaki now can smile happily with his daughter finally “revived”. He can’t hope for a better results. However
the FFAID research is being confined by the authority. Anyway, they already set up a security measure that 
the data will be erased the next time the server is up. Leaving no trace for the country to use the technology
that has been developed in military.

Of course the entire incident is hidden from public view..

The party member now playing another MMORPG games.. Altough it is not VR but they seems to be 
satisfied…

Hikaru has decided to someday work in the gaming industry. He want to once again jump in the Virtual 
Reality world… Nineteen years later he was accepted at a company called GolbalWorld..

After that, any project that includes the brain research has been considered as illegal.

*****

Five months before the incident, Dr. Schneider is wearing the syder…

He who yuki said to never enters the game is definitelly inside the server..

“with this, I don’t have to worry about anything. Huahahahahaha…”

With an evil laugh he looks satisfied before logging out…

******

What in the world is schneider doing there? Hahahaha

As i tell you it will be a spoiler for the sequel.. Can you guys guess what he’s planning?

How about kuro and yuki?

You can find out about them in the re:rebirth online.. Hehehe….



Afterwords

Hi! If you’re reading this then you’re planning to help me….

Currently I accept all kind of help, from proof reader, editor, and illustrator.. If you’re interested you can 
send me a PM or email..

And as you all have know I write my story from my phone and my PC is break up.. Some ask why didn’t I fix 
my PC.. Simply because I don’t have the capability..

I worked various job and write during my break.. If you want to know my condition, it’s like ark and weed 
live before they enter the VR world.. Therefore my friends suggested me to take up on donation.

This donation is not a must but if you could that would be great. It will reduce a great load on me and let 
me focus on writing more… I’m not a person that said “if you didn’t give me money I won’t write”… 
Remember it’s a donation and may God bless you for blessing me..

Thank you, best regards…

ldyrdy
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